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Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for Discipleship
First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley
Christian Formation Department Task Force Report
Executive Summary & Proposal
Presented to Session, August 20, 2019

BACKGROUND AND THE CHRISTIAN FORMATION TASK FORCE
First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley has a rich legacy of and historical commitment to providing a fertile
environment for individual and communal exploration, study, and life application of God’s Word. On any
given Sunday, and throughout the week, significant numbers of adults are gathering in a variety of contexts
to share life together, allow God’s word to shape and form us, and to participate together in God’s mission
in the world.
Even with our rich legacy of providing opportunities for adults to learn and grow, both the 2010 and 2017
Mission Study Reports identified the lack of an intentional and clear pathway of discipleship for adults. This
is our challenge for Christian formation.
In recognition of the need for more robust support of adult discipleship, Session approved in February
2018 the Christian Formation (CF) proposal, Cultivating Christian Community | Group-Based Formation for
Mission. The plan outlined an organizational model and shared values for developing and implementing a
group-life ministry model for all adults—inquirers through long-time followers of Christ. By July 2018, the
approved staff changes were in place. In Fall 2018, the CF department launched two new opportunities
(Starting Point and Calling For You) as the opening foray into experiences critical to the spiritual journey of
adults.
In November 2018, Mark Stryker, Associate Pastor for Christian Formation, convened a task force with the
goal to further define and articulate the clear pathway of spiritual formation. Task Force members included
department staff: Michelle Vecchio-Lyzenga, Director of Community Life, and Janet Sanders, Assistant
Director of Christian Formation; elders: Leslie Badoian and Sandy Buscheck; and lay leaders: Michael
Barram, Caroline Chen, Daly Jordan-Koch, and Nancy Walters. The group met from November 2018
through February 2019.

WHAT DID WE LEARN?
 Our Spiritual Formation Is Inextricably Linked to the Mission of God
We find our story of formation and transformation into Christ-likeness embedded into the larger narrative
of God’s mission of creation, redemption, and restoration of the world. God has chosen and called us
individually and as the church to be participants in God’s gracious work.
In his book Invitation to a Journey, M. Robert Mulholland defines spiritual formation as the “process of
being formed in the image of Christ for the sake of others.” The image of Christ “is the image of One who
gave himself totally, completely, absolutely, unconditionally for others.” Our ultimate journey to become
who God intends us to be is fully realized when our own growing intimacy with Christ becomes a channel of
God’s love and grace for others as we participate in God’s mission in the world.
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 We Journey Inward and Outward Together
We have chosen to describe and represent this interdependent dynamic between being formed in the
image of Christ and our participation in God’s mission as the Journey Inward and Outward Together. We
have affirmed this reality in our First Pres Mission Statement.
We are called by God, transformed by grace, strengthened in community,
confident that Christ is making all things new.
Now go: Love concretely, even when it’s risky, serve generously, whoever has need,
and pursue God’s restoring justice.
The inward journey involves us in three engagements: with self, with God, and with others. As people on
the inward journey, we are committed to becoming people in touch with our real selves, to a deep knowing
of God, and to engagement with the ones with whom we are committed.
The outward journey involves calling forth the gifts of God, embodied in the people of God, to share in
God’s mission in the world.
To fully be the body of Christ, we recognize both movements—the inward and the outward—as essential to
our life together.
 The Stages of Faith Give Language to Our Spiritual Journey
We have adopted a five-stage developmental model of spiritual formation as described by Janet Hagberg
and Robert Guelich in their book, The Critical Journey: Stages in the Life of Faith. The stages of faith are:
(Appendix A provides full descriptions of the faith stages)
Stage One: Exploring God
Stage Two: Growing in Christ
Stage Three: Partnering with God
Stage Four: Deepening the Inward Journey
Stage Five: Surrendering to God
It is important to keep in mind that each person in the community, whether aware or not, is on a dynamic
journey of faith. Although we divide the journey of faith into identifiable stages, actual spiritual growth is a
progressive, cumulative, and fluid process. It’s also dynamic, individual, and life-long. We may not identify
with all the characteristics attributed to a particular stage; and it’s also possible to see ourselves in more
than one stage description at any given time. However, the stages of faith are cumulative and each builds
on the other preceding it.
We recognize the concerns of adopting a stage-based model to spiritual formation, which include a human
temptation towards judging one stage of faith as “better” than another, or seeking to put discipleship into
a box. We want to underscore that God is at work in each of these critical stages and will address these
concerns directly as we develop the experiences essential to spiritual formation.
We believe this model will guide the Christian Formation ministry team in shaping a clear pathway of
spiritual formation for adults at First Pres. These stages of faith also provide a creative and constructive
framework for preaching, pastoral care, teaching, and serving others in the church and in the world.
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 Catalysts Encourage Spiritual Growth
God, through the working of the Holy Spirit, is the source —the initiator— of all spiritual growth and
transformation. “Our part is to offer ourselves to God in ways that enable God to do that transforming work
of grace” (Mulholland, p 36). Movements in or deepening of our faith occur when we intentionally pursue
practices and embrace life circumstances that act as catalysts for growth.
Below are five common catalysts listed in no particular order. Influence fluctuates throughout the faith
journey. The first four are pursued intentionally, the last comes to us through life experiences and
circumstances over which we have little control.
1. Life-changing truths that help us understand who God is and how to live
God’s word is given to instruct, enrich, inspire, and deepen our inward journey personally and
communally. In Scripture we see what it means to be called by God, individually and as a community,
and to live in faithful response.
2. Spiritual disciplines which put us in tune with God’s Spirit
Personal and communal intention to a life-long practice of spiritual disciplines deepens our intimacy
with Christ, grounds us in recognizing God’s presence in our lives, and nurtures growth and spiritual
formation.
3. Participating in God’s mission through serving others that stretches us to tap into God’s power
and purpose
Following in the footsteps of Jesus as God’s servant is essential to discipleship. Serving others is one of
the most catalytic practices for spiritual growth at every stage.
4. Significant relationships that God uses to challenge and encourage us
Christian community is the place where we can be loved, encouraged, and challenged to grow deeper
in love for God and each other and to express that love in service to others. Two primary forms of
relationships are most catalytic for creating growth at different stages along the spiritual journey:
intentional community and spiritual friendships.
5. Pivotal circumstances that cause us to depend on God in new ways
Life itself is a catalyst for growth—the crises we face, the transitions we undergo, and the life stages we
move through. Each of these experiences and life-passages are potential seasons where the Spirit of
God can teach us new ways of experiencing the love and grace of God.
 Personal and Communal Intention is Essential
A clear and aspirational vision, coupled with an array of experiences to foster growth, must be pursued with
intention, both personally and communally, along the journey of spiritual maturity.
At the heart of this intentionality is the understanding that each individual is responsible for their own
spiritual maturity. The work and responsibility of the church is to cultivate a culture of commitment to
intentional practice in the community. Pastoral and lay leadership, together with the individual, create
a culture where our deepest desires align with God’s mission in the world and in our own formation and
transformation.
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 Disciples Live a Life of Call and Response
God is ever calling—inviting each of us to the inward journey and to the outward journey, together, as
participants in God’s missional story. It is in and through our responding to God’s love that we find our truest
selves. True discipleship is holistic, including every part of one’s life (heart, soul, mind, body) and is nurtured
by, and in, the body of Christ, the church.
 The Church Supports the Spiritual Growth for People in All Stages of Faith
Providing adults with formative essential experiences to foster spiritual growth is the responsibility of the
church. In looking at how the church can help people grow, the programs and activities most commonly
offered in churches support and encourage people in faith Stage Two (Growing in Christ) and Stage Three
(Partnering with God). There is tremendous opportunity for the church to address those who are seekers,
are just starting the spiritual journey after a profession of faith, as well as those in the faith Stages of Four
(Deepening the Inward Journey) and Five (Surrendering to God).
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RECOMMENDED PLAN OF ACTION
Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for Discipleship
First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley, through the Christian Formation Department, will implement a
pathway for spiritual growth for adults that recognizes and supports all stages of faith, deploys catalysts for
growth, and addresses barriers to growth entitled Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for
Discipleship (The Pathway).
The Christian Formation Department Team (staff, elders, and lay leaders) will be responsible for providing
essential experiences that nurture a deepening intimacy with Christ, formation in Christ’s image, and
participation in God’s mission in the world, both individually and communally.

Essential Experiences on The Pathway
 Values for The Pathway
The experiences of The Pathway will be infused with an intentional commitment that reflects the following
values. Commitment to these values will provide continuity of vision through the implementation process
and beyond, as well as criteria for evaluating our progress. These values should be articulated throughout
the experiences, the presentation of content, leadership training, and staff priorities.
• We value engagement with Scripture
Engagement with Scripture in a variety of ways, personally and communally, is integral in each stage of
faith. Scripture specifically illuminates how each of us finds our deepest identity as God’s beloved as part
of God’s redemptive story.
• We value discipleship in community
We live out our individual discipleship in the context of community and become more attentive, active,
and responsive participants in God’s mission.
• We value intentional practice of spiritual disciplines
Personal and communal intention to a life-long practice of spiritual disciplines deepens our intimacy
with Christ, grounds us in recognizing God’s presence in our lives, and nurtures growth and spiritual
formation.
• We value God’s work in each of us
Spiritual growth and transformation is happening at all stages of faith because God is always equally
accessible and near. We are able to learn from each other across all stages on the journey of faith that is
inward and outward together.
• We value God’s call in our lives
God’s call and our response to participate in God’s mission defines our lives and identity as we use our
gifts and talents to serve God’s world.
 Guiding Principles for the Development of Essential Experiences
Based on these values, the following principles will guide the development of the Essential Experiences.
• The Essential Experiences will be grounded in Scripture and in the presence of the Holy Spirit so that disciples of Jesus recognize, understand, and embody biblical truth, both individually and as a community,
as participants in God’s mission.
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• The Essential Experiences will be developmental, focusing on the specific characteristics and needs of
adults at various faith and developmental stages. Awareness of adult transitions and crises, changing
responsibilities, and vocation will be woven into the design of the experiences.
• The Essential Experiences will be embedded in community, where disciples of Jesus intentionally share
with others in the joys, struggles, and sorrows of life, bearing each other’s burdens, and encouraging
each other to love and good works.
• The Essential Experiences will take place in a variety of contexts to foster deeper engagement including,
but not limited to: Worship, Community Groups, classes, retreats, seminars, Summer Institute, existing
communities of practice such as Emmaus Communities, Sunday Morning Study, Connect(her), support
groups, one-on-one mentoring, and through opportunities to serve others.
• The Essential Experiences will cultivate an awareness of, and provide the means and support for,
developing the journey inward and outward together.
• The Essential Experiences will include practicing the spiritual disciplines that are critical to developing a
growing intimacy with Christ and growing in our love for God, our neighbors, and the world.
• The Essential Experiences will rely upon the model and language of the Stages of Faith to normalize the
understanding that the inward, outward, and together journey of faith moves through stages, or phases,
in the process of spiritual maturity.
• The Essential Experiences will support and recognize the various stages of faith, and catalysts and barriers for growth. The stages of faith are:
Stage One: Exploring God
Stage Two: Growing in Christ
Stage Three: Partnering with God
Stage Four: Deepening the Inward Journey, including the Wall
Stage Five: Surrendering to God
 Categories and Essential Experiences
We have identified five key categories of essential experiences. These categories will be used to guide the
CF Department in the development of these experiences. Each essential experience can draw upon themes
from one or more of the other categories. Please note that some experiences will appeal to people across
all stages and some will be targeted to provide catalysts for growth at particular stages of faith. (Refer to
page 10)
1. Navigating the Journey
2. Scripture
3. Spiritual Disciplines
4. God’s Call and Our Response
5. Christ, Church, and Culture
Additional opportunities for spiritual and relational growth and/or healing are available through our
partnership with Berkeley Christian Counselors.
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Category: Navigating the Journey
Essential Experiences
• Starting Point...Exploring the Journey Inward and Outward Together at First Pres (Membership)
(Fall 2019 & Winter/Spring 2020)
Throughout this seven-week, conversational group environment participants will experience community,
discover what we believe and learn more about who we are as a church. Starting Point is the place
to start when looking for a place to begin or belong here. This experience is also for those exploring
church membership.
• Stages of Faith (To Be Developed - January 2020)
The Stages of Faith experience introduces the journey of the believer’s spiritual formation as expressed
in the five stages of faith (Exploring, Growing, Partnering, Deepening, Surrendering). Each of the stages
is explored, including foundational biblical texts, a thorough description of each one, the catalysts for
movement, and barriers to growth. Participants will be given guidance to identify where they are on the
spiritual growth journey and encouragement to see how God is working right where they are and where
God is initiating growth. Understanding this dynamic provides a foundation for a lifetime of exploration
on our journey inward and outward together.
• Exploring Faith (To Be Developed - Spring 2020)		
Exploring Faith is for seekers and new believers interested in exploring life’s big questions from the
standpoint of the Christian faith. It is designed to be a safe place for study, discussion, and reflection
for people who are asking, What is life about? Who is God? Who is Jesus? What am I here for? This is
designed for those new to faith and those who are curious about a life of faith.

Category: Scripture
Essential Experiences
• How We Got the Bible and Why It Matters (To Be Developed)
The story of how we got the Bible is not commonly known or understood. This experience surveys how
the Bible came to be the Bible and why answering this is important for interpreting the Bible as God’s
revelation to us.
• The Bible and God’s Mission of Called People (Gospel of John, Fall 2019)
This is an introductory experience which works through both the Old Testament and the New Testament
to reveal the theme of God calling a people who participate in God’s mission. There is a specific focus
on key texts in the Bible highlighting personal and communal responses to God that provide examples
for us today.
• Interpreting Scripture in Community (ISIC) Series (January 2020)
ISIC is a continuing series of courses such as The Old Testament, The Gospels, The Prophets, and
specific books of the Bible such as Genesis or Revelation. The primary objectives will be to know the
biblical content and context, to engage the communal aspect of interpretation of the past and present,
and respond to the call of God in our lives.
• On-Going Communities Studying Scripture
Emmaus Communities, Community Groups, Sunday Morning Study, Women’s Bible Study, Men’s Bible
Study Fellowship etc.
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Category: Spiritual Disciplines
Essential Experiences
• Introduction to Spiritual Disciplines (November, 2019)
This experience provides the who, what, when, why, and how of spiritual disciplines. Participants are
invited into a life-long engagement with spiritual discipline as part of God’s transforming work in our
lives. We explore how disciplines support the inward and outward journey that we take together.
• Spiritual Disciplines - Going Deeper (Lent 2020)
This experience of deepening our understanding and practice of spiritual disciplines follows the
introductory experience and will likely be embedded as a part of group life.
• Group Spiritual Direction (Currently New College Berkeley)
Spiritual Direction is a relationship in which one person assists another in attending to God’s presence
and call in a group setting. In group spiritual direction a small group of people gather to assist one
another in discerning the ways of God’s Spirit in all aspects of life.
• Stewardship (To Be Developed)
This group of essential experiences explores what is meant by biblical stewardship and could include
such topics as financial, ecological, and vocational stewardship.
• Retreats (Currently New College Berkeley)
Opportunities for taking time to retreat are essential to growth in Christ at all stages of faith, and a
deepening sense of God’s call to rest from the routine. Our partnership with New College Berkeley
enables us to hold regular retreats during Lent and Advent.

Category: God’s Call and Our Response
Essential Experiences
• Calling For You (February 2020)
That God calls us to a life of mission in the kingdom is evident. What is not so evident is how that is
playing out in our lives. This learning experience provides a way for each participant to explore their
unique gifts, personality, and passions and to identify those places “where our deep gladness and the
world’s deep hunger meet.” Calling For You is the beginning of a life-long exploration of our gifts in
service to others in the kingdom of God.
• Leadership Lesson of Jesus Based on the Gospel of Mark (To Be Developed)
Leaders need time to learn and reflect both in the midst of serving others and after a long-season of
ministry. This essential learning experience is an engagement with the leadership wisdom of Jesus
manifested in his ministry as seen in the Gospel of Mark. Those who participate will be part of a cohort
of lay leaders who will work together through the leadership lessons of Jesus in conversation and prayer,
and in sharing from personal experience.
• Service in the Church and in the World—EquipConnectServe (To Be Developed - Fall 2020)
Following, and naturally flowing out of the Calling For You experience, this initiative would connect and
equip individuals in search of meaningful places of service with the needs of the church and community.
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Category: Christ, Church, and Culture
Essential Experiences
• Reformed and Being a Reforming People (To Be Developed)
This experience introduces the historical significance of the reformed tradition as a vital expression of
God’s mission in our world today. Special emphasis is placed on the present relevance and personal
value as it relates to God’s call on our lives and the inward and outward journey of our mission together.
• The Great Ends of the Church: Sacraments, and Creeds and God’s Mission (To Be Developed)
This learning experience builds upon and deepens what it means to be a reforming people by looking at
the ways our worship, sacraments, and creeds guide and form us. The intention is to gain a grasp of our
tradition as living and worthy of sharing with others.
• Justice, Culture, and the Transforming Vision (To Be Developed)
Through a variety of venues, some of which are already present and others to be created, we will
engage with various voices from outside our community and from around the world on matters of
culture, justice, and the transforming of culture. Racial, economic, and ecological justice, as well as other
aspects of God’s mission in the world, will be addressed.
• Other emerging opportunities
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Essential Experiences and the Stages of Faith | Likely Interest by Stage of Faith
Strong

Stages of Faith

Medium
One
Exploring

Essential Experiences

Two
Growing

Low
Three
Partnering
with God

Little to None
Four

Five

Deepening
...the
Inward
Journey

Surrendering
to God

Comments

Navigating the Journey
Exploring Faith
Starting Point
Exploring the Journey Inward,
Outward, and Together at First
Pres / Membership
Stages of Faith

Exploring the Bible
How We Got the Bible and
Why It Matters
The Bible and God’s Mission
of Called People (New
Testament/Old Testament)
Interpreting Scripture in
Community Series
Community Bible Studies
ECs, Community Groups, Women’s Bible
Study, Sunday Morning Study, Men’s Bible
Study Fellowship, etc

Spiritual Disciplines
Introduction to Spiritual
Disciplines

Group Spiritual Direction
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Essential Experiences and the Stages of Faith | Likely Interest by Stage of Faith
Strong

Stages of Faith

Medium
One
Exploring

Essential Experiences

Two
Growing

Low
Three
Partnering
with God

Little to None
Four

Five

Deepening
...the
Inward
Journey

Surrendering
to God

Comments

Stewardship
NCB Lent Retreat & Advent
Retreat

God’s Call &
Our Response
Calling For You

Leadership Lessons of Jesus

Service in the Church and in the
World
EquipConnectServe

Christ, Church and Culture
Reformed and Being a Reformed
People
The Great Ends of the Church:
Sacraments, Creeds, and God’s
Mission
Justice, Culture, and the
Transforming Vision
NCB Faith & Film Series
Faith Through the Lens of Culture
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Implementation Plan:
Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for Discipleship
Essential Experiences (EE) of Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for Discipleship will be
phased in over 3+ years. A rotation plan will ensure an appropriate frequency for the essential experience
offerings across the five categories. As new opportunities are identified and developed they will be
introduced into the rotation. The ongoing evaluation process will guide the evolution of these experiences.

YEAR ONE (Refer to page 17)
Phase One—Summer/Fall (August - December) 2019
 Introduction to Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for Discipleship
Sunday, September 15, 10:15-11:15 am
 Leadership Development
•

Equip key staff and lay leaders in understanding Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway
for Discipleship, (EE:God’s Call & Our Response)

 Essential Experiences:
•

(NEW) Introduction to the Gospel of John | Wednesdays, 7-9:30 pm, September 11–December 11
(EE:Scripture)

•

Starting Point | Sundays, 10:15-11:15 am, September 29-November 10, (EE:Navigating)

•

(NEW) Introduction to the Spiritual Disciplines Retreat | Saturday, November 2, 9 am–1 pm,
(EE:Spiritual Disciplines)

•

NCB Group Spiritual Direction, St. Ignatian Exercises | September–May, (EE:Spiritual Disciplines)

•

NCB Advent Retreat | Saturday, December 7, 9 am–1 pm, (EE:Spiritual Disciplines)

 On-Going Opportunities to Engage in Community
•

New Fall/On-going Community Groups (September 29–November 17)

•

Sunday Morning Communities (ECs, Connect(her), Sunday Morning Study)

•

Women’s Bible Study (The Story of the Bible)

 Partnerships
•

Men’s Bible Study Fellowship–Acts of the Apostles | Thursdays, September 12–May 14, 7–9 pm

•

BCC Parenting Workshop | Saturday, September 28

•

BCC Marriage/Gottman Workshop | Saturday, October 12

 Evaluate how well each of the current experiences met objectives and recommend adjustments to or
viability of future offerings.
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Phase Two—Winter (January-February) 2020
 Leadership Development
•

Understanding the Stages of Faith and Implications for Leaders | Sunday, January 5 (EE:God’s Call &
Our Response)

 Essential Experiences
•

(NEW) Exploring the Stages of Faith | Sundays, January 12, 19, 26, 10:15–11:15 am (EE:Navigating)

•

(NEW) Interpreting Scripture in Community–Old Testament | Wednesdays, January 8–March 11,
(EE:Scripture)

•

Calling For You | February 21–22 (EE:God’s Call and Our Response)

•

Starting Point | Sundays, 10:15–11:15 am, February 23–March 29 (EE:Navigating)

 On-Going Opportunities to Engage in Community
•

On-going Community Groups (January–February, 2020)

•

Sunday Morning Communities ( ECs, Connect(her), Sunday Morning Study)

•

Women’s Bible Study (The Story of the Bible)

 Partnerships
•

Men’s Bible Study Fellowship, Acts of the Apostles |Thursdays, 7–-9 pm, September 12–May 14)

 Evaluate how well each of the current experiences met objectives and recommend adjustments to or
viability of future offerings.
Phase Three—Spring (March-May) 2020
 Leadership Development
•

Preparation for Lent | Sunday, February 9, 1–3:30 pm (EE:God’s Call & Our Response)

 Essential Experiences
•

(NEW) Exploring Faith | Pilot - TBD (EE:Navigating)

•

Calling For You | Friday/Saturday, April 24–25 (EE:God’s Call and Our Response)

•

NCB Lent Retreat | Saturday, April 4 (EE:Spiritual Disciplines)

 On-Going Opportunities to Engage in Community
•

New/On-going Community Groups for Lent | March 1–April 10, 2020 (possibly include focus on Spiritual Disciplines...Going Deeper)

•

On-going Community Groups for Spring | April 19–May 29

•

Sunday Morning Communities ( ECs, Connect(her), Sunday Morning Study)

•

Women’s Bible Study (The Story of the Bible)

 Evaluate how well each of the current experiences met objectives and recommend adjustments to or
viability of future offerings.
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Phase Four—Summer (June-August) 2020
 Leadership Development
•

Debrief and Celebration | Sunday, May 31 (EE:God’s Call & Our Response)

 Essential Experiences
•

(NEW) Justice, Culture, and the Transforming Vision Topic TBD (possible Summer Institute could
include additional essential experiences) Sundays, May 31–June 28, 10:15–11:15 am (EE: Christ,
Church & Culture)

•

NCB Film Series Faith Through the Lens of Culture | August 2020 (EE:Christ, Church & Culture)

 On-Going Opportunities to Engage in Community
•

Summer Institute (Summer Institute format could include additional Essential Experiences)

 Evaluate how well each of the current experiences met objectives and recommend adjustments to or
viability of future offerings.
Years Two and Beyond: Roll-Out plan continues

Resources Required
• The Group-Based Formation for Mission team (currently the CF Department) to provide overall

leadership for the vision, development, and implementation of The Pathway

• Lay leaders to form teams to develop and implement the Essential Experiences
• Training for staff and lay ministry leaders so that the work of all the ministry departments are in

alignment (Mission Outreach, University Ministries, Children’s/Youth Family Ministries, Worship
& Music) with the goal of supporting spiritual growth at all stages of faith

• Consistent core messaging from the pulpit through preaching and shared stories
• Comprehensive Publicity Support Plan
*
*

Narrative for the Christian Formation for Missional Living | A Pathway for Discipleship
Print material and web-based messaging

• Assessment tools for individuals and database tracking support
• 2019 Budgeted Resources should be adequate; 2020 Budget will account for new initiatives
• Facilities space available for multiple experiences, primarily on Sunday mornings, however the

number of evening gatherings could increase

Benefits
• Meets the need for a clear pathway of spiritual formation
• Increasingly committed/engaged disciples expand and extend the mission of God in our

church and into our community

• More effective response to the needs of our congregation
• Supports the Mission of First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley...
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We are called by God,
transformed by grace,
strengthened in community,
confident that Christ is making all things new.
Now go:
Love concretely, even when it’s risky,
serve generously, whoever has need, and
pursue God’s restoring justice.

2407 Dana Street Berkeley, CA 94704
fpcberkeley.org 510 848 6242
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Christian Formation for Missional Living: A Pathway for Discipleship
First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley
Christian Formation Department Task Force Report
Presented to Session, August 20, 2019

1.0 BACKGROUND
First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley has a historical commitment and rich legacy of providing a fertile
environment for the individual and communal exploration, study, and life application of God’s Word and for
the nurture and support of Christian community. While community names and configurations have changed
over the years, our deeply embedded desire to gather together and encourage one another in faith and
practice remains vital and strong. On any given Sunday and throughout the week, a significant number of
adults gather in a variety of contexts to share life together, allow God’s word to shape and form us, and to
participate together in God’s mission in the world. It has been noted that the strength of the community
bond has held us well in the recent years of disruption.
Sunday morning Emmaus Communities (ECs) engage over 200 adults in four communities in exploration
and conversation centered on study of a common biblical text. Smaller groups such as Sunday Morning
Study, and Koinonia continue their own journey through Scripture. Starting Point, a seven-week
conversational group experience, is specifically designed for people who are seeking to learn more about
Jesus, faith, and our church, as well as for those who are considering membership. Connect(her) is a
gathering place for women of all ages and life experiences to connect with and encourage one another
through small group discussion and prayer.
Beginning with Lent 2016, a reinvigorated plan and vision for Community Groups (CGs) launched, building
upon a historically robust, but recently dormant, practice of group life. Today there are 36 active CGs,
shepherded by over 50 lay leaders, with a total of over 350 participants gathering to share life and learnings
from Scripture and to serve together. On-going groups for Young Adults build formative community for
those in their 20s and 30s. New groups are primarily formed during the fall and Lent.
To more fully support the call upon each believer to take part in God’s mission, Calling for You was
launched in Fall 2018. This new experience seeks to help us explore how God uniquely forms and shapes
each of us, and how we can identify our calling and paths of service that complement our distinctive gifting.
In addition to these intentional gatherings, adults also gather in smaller contexts and communities (such
as Mom’s Together, Women’s Bible Study, Lectio Divina) and around larger events such as the annual
Women’s Retreat, the All Church Conference, and the Summer Colloquium. Special events, such as
Interpreting Scripture in Community, provide opportunities to listen to God’s word and to one another.
Even with our rich legacy of providing opportunities for adults to learn and grow, both the 2017 and 2010
Mission Study Reports identified the lack of an intentional and clear pathway for discipleship for adults
as a challenge for Christian formation. There is a demonstrated need for First Pres to help the seekerturned-follower learn to walk as a Christian, assist the young Christian develop into a mature disciple, and
encourage those mature in faith to find new (or renewed) expressions of their deepening intimacy with
Christ.
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2.0 FORMATION AND GOAL OF THE TASK FORCE
In recognition of the need for more robust support of adult discipleship, Session approved in February
2018 the Christian Formation (CF) proposal, Cultivating Christian Community | Group-Based Formation
for Mission. Group Based Formation for Mission outlined an organizational plan and shared values for
developing and implementing a group-life ministry model for all adults—inquirers through long-time
followers of Christ.
By July 2018, the approved Staff changes were in place with the addition of two staff positions—Assistant
Director for Christian Formation and Administrative Assistant for Christian Formation—and realignment of
the responsibilities of the Director of Community Life.
In Fall 2018, the CF department launched two new opportunities (Starting Point and Calling For You) as the
opening foray into experiences critical to the spiritual journey of adults.
In November 2018, Mark Stryker, Associate Pastor for Christian Formation, convened the task force to
further define and articulate the clear pathway of spiritual formation. The goal of our work is to present
to Session a plan by which First Presbyterian Church of Berkeley can intentionally shepherd seekers, new
believers, and long-time believers towards spiritual maturity. The task force included department staff:
Michelle Vecchio-Lyzenga, Director of Community Life, and Janet Sanders, Assistant Director of Christian
Formation; elders: Leslie Badoian and Sandy Buscheck; and lay leaders: Michael Barram, Caroline Chen,
Daly Jordan-Koch, and Nancy Walters. The group met from November 2018 through February 2019.

3.0 WHAT DID WE LEARN?
 Our Spiritual Formation is Inextricably Linked to the Mission of God
Our story of formation and transformation into Christ-likeness is embedded into the larger narrative of God’s
creative, redeeming, and restoring work in the world. God has purposes in and for creation: God has—or
is on—a mission. God has chosen and called us individually and as the church to be participants in God’s
gracious work.
In M. Robert Mulholland’s book, Invitation to a Journey, he defines spiritual formation as the “process of
being formed in the image of Christ for the sake of others.” He continues to remind the reader of two
determinative aspects of this definition. The image of Christ “is the image of One who gave himself totally,
completely, absolutely, unconditionally for others.” Our ultimate journey to become who God intends us to
be is fully realized when our own growing intimacy with Christ becomes a channel of God’s love and grace
for others as we participate in God’s mission in the world.
At this intersection we see that our formation and transformation as God’s beloved, into the image of Christ,
is inextricably linked to God’s mission of creation, redemption, and restoration of the world.
The story of Scripture is the story of how our triune God—Father, Son, and Spirit— is at work restoring the
world from brokenness (sin) back to life through the unconditional and reconciling love of Jesus Christ.
 We Journey Inward and Outward Together
In Fall 2018, Michelle, Mark, and Janet spent time with and listened to the stories from the communities
of the Church of the Savior in Washington, D.C. For over 60 years , this community of faith has been
committed to being “ a people on an inward journey and a people on an outward journey.” We heard how
the intentionality and richness of their inner life with Christ—individually and communally—nourishes the
soul and becomes the source of hearing and responding to the call of Christ to go into the world. We have
affirmed this reality in our own Mission Statement:
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We are called by God, transformed by grace, strengthened in community,
confident that Christ is making all things new.
Now go: Love concretely, even when it’s risky, serve generously, whoever has need,
and pursue God’s restoring justice.
We have chosen to describe and represent this interdependent dynamic between being formed in the image
of Christ and our participation in God’s mission at First Pres as the Journey Inward and Outward Together.
The inward journey involves us in three engagements: with self, with God, and with others. As people on
the inward journey, we are committed to becoming people in touch with our real selves. The development
of our interior life in Christ creates space for introspection that is necessary for growth. John Calvin
asserts “[t]here is no deep knowing of God without a deep knowing of self and no deep knowing of self
without a deep knowing of God.” The inward journey also requires engagement with others with whom
we are committed. These are the ones who have the most to tell us about ourselves. In the messiness of
relationships where our rough edges bump up against those of others, we can confront those interior spaces
in need of healing and restoration.
The outward journey is determined in part by the gifts discovered in the inward journey and in part by the
needs of the world. The outward journey involves calling forth the gifts of God, embodied in the people of
God, to share in God’s mission in the world.
To fully be the body of Christ, we recognize both movements—the inward and the outward—are essential.
 The Stages of Faith Give Language to Our Spiritual Journey
We have adopted a five-stage developmental model of spiritual formation as described by Janet Hagberg
and Robert Guelich in their book, The Critical Journey: Stages in the Life of Faith. (Appendix A provides
full descriptions of the faith stages).The stages of faith are
Stage One: Exploring God
Stage Two: Growing in Christ
Stage Three: Partnering with God
Stage Four: Deepening the Inward Journey
Stage Five: Surrendering to God
In the Christian journey it is important to keep in mind that each person in the community, whether aware
or not, engages with God from somewhere on the faith continuum. Although we divide the journey of faith
into identifiable stages, actual spiritual growth is a progressive, cumulative, and fluid continuum; it’s also a
dynamic, individual, and life-long process. We all start at Stage One, but move back and forth between the
stages as we progress. We may not identify with all the characteristics attributed to a particular stage; and
it’s also possible to see ourselves in more than one stage description at any given time. However, the stages
of faith are cumulative and each builds on the other preceding it.
We believe this model will guide the Christian Formation ministry team in shaping a clear pathway of
spiritual formation for adults at First Pres. These stages of faith also provide a creative and constructive
framework for preaching, pastoral care, teaching, and serving others in the church and in the world.
We recognize the concerns of adopting a stage-based model to spiritual formation, which include a human
temptation towards judging one stage of faith as “better” than another, or seeking to put discipleship into
a box. We strongly believe God is at work in each of these critical stages and will address these concerns
directly as we develop the experiences essential to spiritual formation.
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 Catalysts Encourage Spiritual Growth
God, through the working of the Holy Spirit, is the source, the initiator, of all spiritual growth and
transformation. “Our part is to offer ourselves to God in ways that enable God to do that transforming work
of grace” (Mulholland, p 36). Movements in or deepening of our faith occurs when we intentionally pursue
practices and embrace life circumstances that act as catalysts for growth.
Spiritual catalysts fall into five major categories listed below in no particular order as influence fluctuates
throughout the faith journey. The first four are pursued intentionally, the last comes to us through life
experiences and circumstances over which we have little control.
1. Life-changing truths that help us understand who God is and how to live
God’s word is given to instruct, guide, inspire, and deepen our inward journey. Our personal devotional
life needs to be accompanied by listening, studying, and interpreting Scripture in community. Gathering
together, (e.g., Worship, Lectio groups, ECs, and Community Groups), we seek the Holy Spirit’s leading
through silence, prayer, discussion, debate, and discernment. In Scripture we see what it means to be
called by God, individually and as a community, and to live in faithful response.
2. Spiritual disciplines which put us in tune with God’s Spirit
Personal and communal intention to a life-long practice of spiritual disciplines deepens our intimacy
with Christ, grounds us in recognizing God’s presence in our lives, and nurtures growth and spiritual
formation. The spiritual practice of spending time in the Bible and reflection on Scripture is the most
significant of the spiritual practices at all stages. As we intentionally increase our exposure to listening
to God and each other through Scripture, change will inevitably occur. Personal spiritual practices are
foundational at all stages of faith, but increase in importance as faith develops—becoming the primary
catalyst for growth in later stages.
3. Participating in God’s mission through serving others that stretches us to tap into God’s power
and purpose
Following in the footsteps of Jesus as God’s servant is essential to discipleship. Serving others is one of
the most catalytic practices for believers’ spiritual growth at every stage.
4. Significant relationships that God uses to challenge and encourage us
Christian community is the place where we can be loved, encouraged, and challenged to grow deeper
in love for God and each other and to express that love in service to others. Spiritual friendships need
to be authentic, truth-telling relationships where people can be held accountable for their actions. Two
primary forms of relationship are most catalytic for creating growth at different stages along the spiritual
continuum: small groups and spiritual friendships. Small groups provide the foundational experience of
belonging and acceptance in Christ. Spiritual friendships or mentors are relationships in which mutual
intimacy, guidance, and accountability occur. Finding opportunities to mentor others can help both
mentor and mentee grow. The mature in faith will continue to grow in love for people as they invest in
others, through relationships and service.
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5. Pivotal circumstances that cause us to depend on God in new ways
Life itself is a catalyst for growth—the crises we face, the transitions we undergo, and the life stages we
move through. Each of these experiences and life-passages are potential seasons where the Spirit of
God can teach us new ways of experiencing the love and grace of God.
 Personal and Communal Intention is Essential
A clear and aspirational vision, coupled with an array of experiences to foster growth, must be pursued with
intention, both personally and communally, along the journey of spiritual maturity.
Our guiding vision is to be transformed into the image of Christ. We affirm the process of transformation is
something only God can accomplish in our lives through the work of the Holy Spirit, in partnership with the
community of God. Personal and communal intentionality is what ignites the process. At the heart of this
intentionality is the understanding that each person is responsible for their spiritual maturity. We enter into
this reality encouraged that we do not journey alone—we are in the company and care of others along the
path. The work and responsibility of pastoral and lay leadership is to cultivate a culture of commitment to
intentional practice in the community—a culture where our deepest desires align with God’s mission in our
own formation and transformation, and in the world.
 Disciples Live A Life of Call and Response
A disciple of Jesus is one who responds to God’s gracious invitation to the relationship of love between
Father, Son and Spirit. The disciple continually desires and seeks to love God, neighbor and self more. True
discipleship is holistic, including every part of one’s life (heart, soul, mind, body) and is nurtured by, and in,
the body of Christ, the church.
God is ever calling— inviting each of us to the inward journey and to the outward journey, together, as
participants in God’s missional story. It is in and through our responding to God’s love that we find our truest
selves.
 The Church Supports the Spiritual Growth for People in All Stages of Faith
Providing adults with formative essential experiences to foster spiritual growth is the responsibility of the
church. In looking at how the church can help people grow, the programs and activities most commonly
offered in churches support and encourage people in faith Stage Two (Growing in Christ) and Stage Three
(Partnering with God). In Worship, community groups, and in serving others are spaces where people come
to faith and continue to grow. First Pres Berkeley is no exception by providing a strong foundation of weekly
worship, community groups, classes, and a wide array of opportunities to serve others as the primary places
for engaging with God and the community. We recognize the need to continue resourcing and energizing
these areas as part of our vision for spiritual growth. There is tremendous opportunity for the church to
address those who are seekers, are just starting the spiritual journey after a profession of faith as well as
those in the faith stages of stages four (Deepening the Inward Journey) and five (Surrendering to God).
While the church certainly plays a significant role in spiritual growth, we also learned that to continue
growing beyond Stage 3 (Partnering with God), people need to move from dependence on the church to a
growing interdependent partnership with the church.
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Spiritual Growth —The Journey of Faith
Appendix A.1
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Exploring God

Growing in Christ

Partnering with
God

Deepening...
the Inward Journey

Surrendering to
God

• What is life about?
• What do I
believe about Jesus?
• Who is God?
• What is the church?
• What am I here for?

• How can I grow?
• How can I develop this
relationship with Jesus?
• Where is Christ at work
in the world?
• What practices best suit
my growth?

• What is going on when
my faith is empty?
• Why am I not getting
results from practices
that previously felt
supportive?

• How do I fully
surrender my life to God?
• How can I live for the sake
of others?
• How do I let go of my
deepest expectations of
God, church and life?

• To know and belong
to God
• To belong in
Christian
community

• To love and be loved
by God and the community of faith
• To understand grace
and truth

• To live authentically
and bring a meaningful  
contribution to life

• To find God in the
midst of doubt,
brokenness and
darkness
• To know the God who
is bigger than I once
knew

• To serve others as
mentor/guide
• To abide in God
• To love and know God
above all else

• Passion to belong and
grow
• Desire to know
Scripture,
connecting beliefs and
actions
• Understands and
accepts brokenness
• Identifies with church,
group or leader

• Committed to
service
• Increasing
devotion to Christ
• Bible and prayer
central Growing
awareness that God
works through suffering
• Take initiative and
responsibility for
spiritual growth

• Doubts/Crisis of faith
• Longs for new direction
from God
• Identifies inner
brokenness
• Crisis stimulates
newness of faith
• Knowing God as
Mystery

• Willing to let go and
receive all as part
of God’s goodness
including suffering
• Gives without
concern for one’s own
• Deep awareness of
God’s presence as
peace and stillness
• Proactive agents of
peace and justice

• Regular worship attendance
• Participates in small
groups/Bible studies
• Willing to invest energy
and time in service

• Worship as a way of life
• Serves according to
God’s calling and gifts
• Intentional
financial giving
• Invested in
spiritual growth of
others and shares faith

• Deeper experiences of
God in worship
• Personal practices
more life giving
• See vital connection
between being and
doing
• Re-engage with
community and serving

• Practices with little or no
effort
• Sharing God’s love in
mentoring others
• Stewardship of
• personal resources and
creation
• Initiates own
spiritual growth
opportunities

• Diminished sense of
love/longing for God
• Self and  family come
before Christ and the
kingdom
• A “We-they” mentality;       
judgment of those who
do not believe like me

• Responsibility without
joy
• Defensive when
encouraged to change
• Over-identification with
titles, praise, influence
• Doing for Christ vs.
being with Christ
• Burn out

• Christian fellowship
seems contrived and
superficial
• Critical of church or
church leadership
• Bitterness,
isolation

• Bitterness and
resentment at life and
God
• Feeling useless
• Side tracked in personal
agendas
• Refuse to let go
becoming rigid, overly
opinionated and
demanding

Stages
Major
Questions |
Dominating
Concerns

Primary
Longings

Characterized by

•
•
•

Spiritual awakening
Curious about the
Bible/Prayer
Thirst for meaning

Behaviors

• Fresh experiences
from God in
worship
Spiritual practices and
• Engaging in spiritual    
disciplines (including worfriendship
ship, small groups, and ser•
Part of a community
vice) are important at each
group
stage, yet change in degree
of influence

Signs of being
stuck, stalled, or
dissatisfied

Faith Stages
Fundamental
Understandings

Catalysts for
Growth

• Remains anonymous
• Lacks incentive to
grow in faith
• “I made a mistake
in committing my
life to God” (missing
out)

• How do I follow Jesus
every day?
• What are my gifts?
• How can I make a
difference?
• How and where can
I participate in God’s
mission in the world?

• The concept of stages in the development of faith has a biblical and historical foundation (1 John 2:12, 1 Cor 3:1-2, 1 Cor 13:11,
Hebrews 5:12, 1 Peter 2:2-3)
• Spiritual formation is God’s work; he invites us to participate in the process (Philippians 2:12-13)
• Spiritual growth is a fluid journey and a continual process of becoming like Christ for the sake of others (2 Cor 3:18)
• God is equally accessible through all stages of faith
• Maturity in faith is accompanied by self-sacrifice, genuine humility, and service to others.

• A catalyst is defined as anything that helps move people from one stage of growth to the next; catalysts occur at all stages.
• Primary catalysts fall into 5 categories (in no particular order as influence fluctuates throughout the faith journey.
†† Life-changing truths that help us understand who God is and how to live
†† Spiritual disciplines we develop that put us in tune with God’s Spirit
†† Participating in God’s mission through serving others that stretches us to tap into God’s power and purpose
†† Significant relationships that God uses to challenge and encourage us
†† Pivotal circumstances that cause us to experience and depend on God in new ways
• The church and organized church activities are most influential in the early stages of spiritual growth
• Spiritual growth is not about increasing activites: it is about growing an increasingly intimate relationship with Christ
• Reflection on Scripture, crisis and life transitions, remain the most catalytic factors across all movements
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Appendix A.2
The Stages of Faith: The Journey of Faith
Disclaimer: The following descriptions represent a summary of our understanding of the Stages of Faith
Formation and are not an exhaustive explanation of the journey of faith.
Source: The Critical Journey:Stages in the Life of Faith

Stage One | Exploring God
Stage one is a time of discovery, combining curiosity about Jesus with questions about self and life. It is
characterized by a desire to be in community and to know God - mostly by a growing thirst for meaning and
purpose. In this stage, there is a sense of innocence and an attitude of discovery. The explorer begins to
attend worship, seek guidance, pray occasionally, and search the Bible for answers to “life questions” and
begin to find them. They experience greater meaning in life as they seek God. Engagement in small groups
and spiritual conversations play important roles at this stage. This is new territory and feelings of inadequacy
or ignorance about the Bible are to be expected. However, those same feelings can also be great
motivation for continuing the journey with an attitude of excitement and anticipation. They begin to exhibit
a sense of awe that someone bigger than us truly loves us. Our response is accepting God’s presence in our
lives. It can begin while one is young, or it can occur later through a religious experience or conversion. This
conversion can be instantaneous or can occur over a long period of time. Regardless of our age, however,
it seems true that most begin the journey in a childlike way. We come to it with an innocence, a freshness,
that is seldom ever again as vivid or vital. Consider the way we feel during the first stage of a romance or
new friendship. Swept away by the experience of the relationship, we do not look at any of the negative
aspects but revel in the experience.

Stage Two | Growing in Christ
This is a time of learning and belonging. The spiritual awakening in Stage One develops into a real desire
to learn more about Jesus, understand biblical interpretation, and identify with others in the church. People
in this stage of faith formation are primarily learners with a healthy dependency on and desire for church
leadership to provide guidance and instruction in a variety of settings (e.g., Sunday worship, community
groups, classes). The community also plays a crucial role in this stage as God is primarily experienced
through association with others. Sharing this journey of discovery with others provides support and
encouragement to overcome feelings of inadequacy and/or fear that accompany the excitement of new
learning. Many describe their life of faith at this stage as comfortable and confident. As people in this stage
gain confidence in their faith, they step out in service and explore their unique gifting. The opportunity to
explore the connection between one’s faith and life is enhanced through a community that models following
Christ not merely for one’s self, but for merciful and just involvement with, in, and for the entire created
world.

Stage Three | Partnering with God
Stage Three is a time when we most consciously find ourselves partnering with God in the divine mission.
It is a very active phase in the stages of faith formation, marked by a desire to make a meaningful
contribution. People participate with increasing devotion to a life of serving, intentional giving of finances
and time, sharing of faith, and investing in the lives of others.
Those in this stage explore and discover how they are uniquely gifted by God’s Spirit with gifts that enhance
and enrich the life of the body of Christ, God’s missional community. Devotion to Christ is growing, and
spiritual practices like Bible study and prayer begin to be woven into the daily life of work, family, and
friendships. There is also a growing awareness that God works through suffering. A longing develops
to share life with others in community, e.g., community groups, service and mission teams, and most
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importantly, an openness emerges to take responsibility and initiative for one’s own growth as a follower of
Jesus. This can be a time when people take on specific leadership roles in the church, with a great desire to
be faithful in that calling as a part of God’s mission.

Stage Four | Deepening…the Inward Journey
Along the journey of faith, Stage Three is a comfortable place to live and dwell. We feel confident and
self-sufficient, enjoying the fruits of being in community with others and serving in areas of our giftedness.
So many things around life and faith, can seem “certain, true, and successful” (p 95).
The movement between Stage Three and Stage Four, rather than a naturally flowing progression, is
triggered by loss or change that compels—perhaps propels—us into a deep, personal journey inward
that is unpredictable and often unavoidable. Those who persist and respond to God’s beckoning to draw
closer for healing and wholeness, emerge from this passage with a new level of intimacy with God and
understanding of how we find our true selves in the one who calls us beloved.
The journey inward, identified here in between Stages Three and Five can actually occur anywhere along the
faith continuum. Stage Four is one of the most challenging and yet significant stages because it unsettles
and disrupts what might have seemed like a stable—predictable—journey. The events or circumstances that
“invite” us to this deeper place can be intensely personal disruptions affecting us individually
and/or those closest to us (e.g., health, job, relationships). For some, it is a crisis of faith. Challenges to
deeply held convictions and belief systems raise questions that go to the very core of “what we believe and
have believed and about how we live and why we do and do not do certain things.” (p 95).
This is a time of questioning, doubt, uncertainty, and introspection. The Critical Journey aptly describes the
gravity of the impact of these triggering events or circumstances:
“For the first time, our faith does not seem to work… Neither our faith nor God provides what we need to
soothe us, heal us, answer our prayers, fulfill our wishes, change our circumstances, or solve our problems.
Our formula of faith, whatever that may have been, does not work anymore, or so it appears” (p 94).
Our world can seem to be turned upside down or inside out. The practices that have served us well in
earlier stages such as obedience, belonging in community, and being in the center of activity, no longer
bring us comfort or a sense of well-being. Answers are replaced by questions—questions about our
meaning and purpose. Others in our faith communities seem so sure of their faith and yet we seem unsure
of ours. For those who yield to and lean into this disquieting space, a subtle yet seismic shift in our posture
toward God is underway. Rather than being on a quest for answers from God, we are seeking God. We
“discover painfully that God is not who we had thought God was…we come to see we had placed God in a
box —a box of our own making.” (p 99) The agonizing and important work of Stage Four “allows us, invites
us, and compels us to know ourselves and to know God in all God’s fullness.” (p 97)
In this stage, we experience a face-to-face encounter with God and our own will, which The Critical Journey
names “The Wall”. Are we willing to completely and fully surrender to God and let God direct our lives?
The journey we take must go through the Wall; it cannot be scaled, burrowed under, or ignored so that it
goes away or is circumvented. We must confront our real selves and the barriers we have built between
our will and the very presence of God. Our experience of God at the wall is mysteriously unique to each
individual. The Wall, a “dark and sacred place, reeks of God” (p 232) and forces us to integrate our spiritual
lives with our whole selves. It is here where our souls are healed. The Wall experience helps us to “see more
clearly and hear more directly how we are to live our lives.” (p 232)
An inherent danger in this stage is the potential to lose direction. If wounds are too painful and someone
is unable or unwilling to grow through suffering and disappointment (The Wall), they may revert to a more
comfortable, less threatening stage. Or they may lose hope, leaving their faith feeling abandoned by God.
God’s power and grace, however, can redeem these crises and turn them into opportunities for redemption
and transformation. This is the most pivotal transition on the spiritual continuum. If people can work their
way through The Wall, they will emerge discovering an entirely new level of intimacy with God. Spiritual
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growth and wholeness are not only once again possible, but will also bring a deeper understanding and
experience of God than what they knew before.
Most churches have not intentionally supported those in this stage of their faith journey, perhaps other
than pastoral counseling. The very nature of this stage can make the journey more solitary and lonely. It is
incumbent upon the church to find ways to be supportive through group resources, spiritual direction, and
teaching on these “dark nights” as a significant part of the journey.

Stage Five | Surrendering to God
At Stage Four, the focus was on the vertical relationship between us and God. The renewed sense of God’s
acceptance and love, brings the freedom to fully surrender to God’s will “to direct our lives, aware but
unafraid of the consequences” (p 133). “The movement at Stage Five is on the horizontal life, the outward,
the reaching out to other people,” (p 136) understanding that God’s purpose for the inner life is lived out in
service to others, as a part of the mission of God. Life is characterized by the sense of calling as agents of
peace and justice and willingness to do the small and menial with deep and quiet devotion. People abide
not in their own wills, thoughts, or activities, but in the constancy of God’s presence, knowing deep peace
and stillness. They live with gratitude, devotion, and obedience, deeply and fully grounded in divine grace.
Caring little about how the world sees them, they are content to live simply and even sacrificially, needing
neither recognition or to be understood. Surrendering to God’s call may lead them to serve the church in
different ways and perhaps beyond traditional church involvement.
The church needs to find ways to direct people at this stage toward being a source of wisdom in the body
as well as providing support to help them stay in the fold for the greater good of the body and God’s
mission in the world.

Barriers to Movement
There are two major barriers to movement. We encounter the first when people become “spiritually stalled”
— a condition that can plague the first three stages when spiritual formation is not made a priority and not
taken up intentionally within a supportive community group. The second barrier occurs in all of the stages,
but with greater community impact in the latter stages. This is often experienced as a “deep dissatisfaction”
with the church. This barrier occurs in all of the stages but with greater impact in the latter stages when the
dissatisfied person or group can find blame with the church, where the church becomes an obstacle rather
than an aid to growth. In effect, the dissatisfied people may end up blaming the church as the cause of their
inability to thrive as a Christian in faith. Spiritual growth requires personal intentionality, combined with
the community’s full support. At the same time, no one’s spiritual growth rests solely on the institutional
mechanisms of the church or its leadership.
These are issues that will continue to call for reflection and realization throughout our organized life at
First Pres. Through ongoing commitment to recognize this barrier, First Pres can cultivate wisdom and
compassion in supporting others through such barriers with grace and truth.

Movement Between the Stages
Movement signals growth and this is to be desired. Keeping this in mind, it is necessary to emphasize
that people may often feel that not much is going on. This is clearly appropriate at many points along
the journey, since they are learning the way of commitment and discipline through the support of regular
practices. Feeling stalled could be a sign of the need to examine one’s life, with an openness to consider
whether or where God is inviting us into new growth. Conversational support with a trusted partner or
mentor can help us discern if God is calling us to move forward toward the end of one cycle into the
challenges of a new stage. In order for movement to occur, the various catalysts need to be engaged or
re-engaged. This may not be easy; movement at this point frequently meets—and can even begin with—
confusion, fear, and anger. Inner disorientation and uncertainty about ourselves, God, or the church signal
God’s call to move forward with patience and trust, looking to God for a new re-orientation in the next
stage.
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Moving from Exploring to Growing
Acceptance of central beliefs of the Christian faith is essential. Salvation by grace through faith in Jesus
Christ and the unconditional sense of God’s love and forgiveness provide the basis for taking to taking new
steps forward in trust. Where one might have felt God distant and far, God becomes more personal, and
more actively involved in people’s daily lives, whereas they may have previously perceived God to be distant
and far. Jesus Christ is the center to which one comes and from whom one goes out in service with others
and those in need.
Organized church activities are very important to help foster the forward movement between these stages.
The importance lies in meeting the people’s need to belong, to truly experience the hospitality of God
and discover in the church community a place to receive care and contribute to the lives of others. In many
cases, but not all, serving in a ministry, regular attendance in worship and participation in a community
group— along with the deepening of faith in Christ— will stimulate forward movement from exploration into
a stage of growing in Christ.

Moving from Growing to Partnering
The movement from growing in Christ to partnering with God in the church and in the world presupposes
the acceptance of core beliefs of Christian faith, but there is a shift in emphasis and focus. A deepening
connection between the personal presence of God unites with the centrality of Christ in all of life so that
one comes to see in a radical manner that our truest identity at this point is fully in Christ. Recognizing and
acknowledging this identity increases our desire to move from simple participation in the church community
to active contribution.
For movement to occur people must be encouraged and shown the worthwhile contributions they can make
to God’s mission within the body of Christ. In this forward movement, the followers of Jesus need help and
equipping to explore the gifts God has given them for service and the building up of the body. They need
a community defined by the hospitality of God in order to help them to take risks in using their gifts, and in
dealing with fear of possible rejection or failure.
Becoming more intentional in the areas of prayer and financial giving help the process of growth. It may
seem that the spiritual nature of prayer and the material aspects of financial giving are unconnected, but
they are not— and the combination is extremely valuable. These intentions develop a symbiosis between
the generosity received in prayerful solitude and the expression of that generosity in financial giving.
Trusting in God with our lives, families, and so forth, move us from simply growing in these matters to
consciously and actively partnering with God in the world— with Christ as the radiating center of our being.

Moving from Partnering to Deepening
When people are actively partnering in the body of Christ as part of God’s larger mission in the world,
there is often a level of joy, satisfaction, fulfillment, comfort—and even a growing sense of competency in
practicing their faith. The major catalyst for the initial movement is usually provided by an outside event or a
change in circumstances that becomes a personal and spiritual crisis. Motion is frozen and there is confusion
and disorientation. For growth to occur here, the church has to help these people know that they are loved
and cared for. Since worship attendance can be difficult during these transitions, those providing pastoral
care and counseling must demonstrate great understanding of how to help people in these situations to
find formal or informal spiritual direction.
In order to move into this stage of deepening, a change of attitude must occur at some point, shifting
towards an openness to God. If this attitude change does not occur, one either gets stuck and gives up on
God and the church, or tries to retreat and recover a more contented time of spirituality from the past.
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Surrendering, the next stage, begins by relinquishing some of the confidence, productivity, and sense of
fulfillment built up in the previous stages; this is the real difficulty of passing into this stage of deepening.
People are called here to become more vulnerable, more willing to accept the uncertainty of this
movement, and the accompanying sense of loss. Emergence from this inward journey to a new discovery of
God requires a new and profound willingness to trust God with the future that cannot be envisioned.

Moving from Deepening to Surrendering
As many have written with respect to spiritual growth, and as corroborated in the work of Hagberg and
Guelich, this movement from deepening to surrender is mysterious and extremely difficult to describe. Most
do not go beyond the stage of deepening, a fact that is not a judgment on their spiritual growth or value.
In this movement between stages a spark of or sense of growth can become imminent. There is a depth of
yielding that may go beyond words as people lose the need to grasp anything—even God—for themselves.
A confidence in God marks the movement, but it is not the confidence of the past.
Catalysts in this movement are inwardly motivated, possibly emerging from an unlimited will to know and
love God even in the dark. In an attitude of full surrender, people in the turn from deepening to surrender
receive a sense of love and forgiveness and a deep acceptance of their humanity. Much of striving is gone
and time slows down as life flows moment by moment from the hand of God. They relinquish any sense of
inadequacy, and authentically allow God to take over. As a result of increasing intimacy with God, they are
aware of and attentive to God’s presence at all times.
Spiritual mentors and wise pastoral counsel are needed as catalytic resources both for the movement to
surrender and then for guidance on how to abide there without losing direction and focus. At this stage,
when people are stabilized, such a guide can have a profound and powerful impact as compassionate
listeners and wise mentors on those at earlier stages in the journey of discipleship.
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Appendix B
Spiritual Disciplines
There is no consensus list of spiritual disciplines. The Bible does not include a set list. Different authors list
different disciplines—some more biblical than others.

Richard Foster’s list from Celebration of Discipline
The Inward Disciplines:
Meditation: The ability to hear God’s voice and obey his word.
Prayer: The interactive conversation with God about what we are doing together.
Fasting: The voluntary denial of an otherwise normal function for the sake of intense spiritual activity.
Study: The mind taking on an order conforming to the order of whatever we concentrate upon.

The Outward Disciplines:
Simplicity: An inward reality that results in an outward life style
Solitude: An open relational space for being found by God and freed from competing loyalties.
Submission: The discipline which frees us to let go of the burden of always needing to get our own way.
Service: The many little deaths of going beyond ourselves which produces in us the virtue of humility.

The Corporate Disciplines:
Confession: Experiencing the grace and mercy of God for healing the sins and sorrows of the past.
Worship: Entering into the supra-natural experience of the Shekanyah, or glory, of God.
Guidance: Knowing in daily life an interactive friendship with God.
Celebration: A life of “walking and leaping and praising God” (Acts 3:8).
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Appendix C
Biblical References Addressing Spiritual Growth
From: “Spiritual Formation Discipleship Task Force Final Report 9/2011”
by Solana Beach Presbyterian Church

“Spiritual formation is a process of being formed in the image of Christ for the sake of others.”

M. Robert Mulholland, Invitation to a Journey

“Spiritual formation is a process…”
The Christian journey is an intentional, continual commitment to a lifelong process of growth toward
wholeness in Christ.
• Brothers and sisters, I could not address you as spiritual but as worldly—mere infants in Christ.

I gave you milk, not solid food, for you were not yet ready for it. (I Corinthians 3:1-2)
• When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became

a man, I put the ways of childhood behind me. For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we
shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known.
(1 Corinthians 13:11-12)
• Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and blown here and there by

every wind of teaching and by the cunning and craftiness of people in their deceitful scheming. Instead, speaking the truth in love, we will in all things grow up into him who is the head, that is, Christ.
(Ephesians 4:14-15)
“Spiritual formation is a process of being formed in the image of Christ…”
We are becoming like Christ, who is the image of the invisible God. Transformation into the image of Christ
is not achieved by our efforts or attempts, but is a gift that emerges as we surrender our lives to God. Our
behavior, attitudes, and desires reflect more and more those of Christ, as characterized both by what we are
becoming and what we leave behind.
• And we all, who with unveiled faces contemplate the Lord’s glory, are being transformed into his image with

ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit. (2 Corinthians 3:18)
• I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I now live in the body, I

live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me. (Galatians 2:20)
• But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-

control. Against such things there is no law. Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the sinful nature
with its passions and desires. Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step with the Spirit.”
(Galatians 5:22-25)
• That, however, is not the way of life you learned when you heard about Christ and were taught in him in

accordance with the truth that is in Jesus. You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off
your old self, which is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; to be made new in the attitude of your minds;
and to put on the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness and holiness. (Ephesians 4:20-24)
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• I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content whatever the circumstances.

I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want.
(Philippians 4:11-12)
• Do not lie to each other, since you have taken off your old self with its practices and have put on the new

self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the image of its Creator. (Colossians 3:9-10)
“Spiritual formation is a process of being formed in the image of Christ for the sake of others.”
Our spiritual journey while it is unique to each individual, is dependent on participation in community.
Spiritual growth is characterized by an increasing journey toward wholeness in Christ and an increasing love
for others. Our relationships with others are not only the testing grounds of our spiritual life but also the
places where our growth toward wholeness in Christ happens.
• Jesus replied, “ ‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.’

This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ ”
(Matthew 22:37-39)
• “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this

everyone will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.” (John 13:34-35)
• For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one

body, so it is with Christ. For in the one Spirit we were all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, slaves
or free—and we were all made to drink of one Spirit. Indeed, the body does not consist of one member but
of many. (1 Corinthians 12:12-14)
• So Christ himself gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the pastors and teachers, to equip his

people for works of service so that the body of Christ may be built up until we all reach unity in the faith
and in the knowledge of the Son of God and become mature, attaining to the whole measure of the fullness
of Christ. (Ephesians 4:11-13)
• We ought always to thank God for you, brothers and sisters, and rightly so, because your faith is growing

more and more, and the love all of you have for one another is increasing. (2 Thessalonians 1:3)
• The commandment we have from him is this: those who love God must love their brothers and sisters also.

(1 John 4:21)

Spiritual Formation is a process, but it is also a journey through which we open
our hearts to a deeper connection with God. We are not bystanders in our spiritual lives,
we are active participants with God, who is ever inviting us into relationship with him.
- Richard Foster
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